Quantum physics was invented to account for two fundamental features of measurement resultstheir discreetness and randomness. Emblematic of these features is Bohr's idea of quantum jumps between two discrete energy levels of an atom 1 . Experimentally, quantum jumps were first observed in an atomic ion driven by a weak deterministic force while under strong continuous energy measurement [2] [3][4] . The times at which the discontinuous jump transitions occur are reputed to be fundamentally unpredictable. Can there be, despite the indeterminism of quantum physics, a possibility to know if a quantum jump is about to occur or not? Here, we answer this question affirmatively by experimentally demonstrating that the jump from the ground to an excited state of a superconducting artificial three-level atom can be tracked as it follows a predictable "flight," by monitoring the population of an auxiliary energy level coupled to the ground state. The experimental results demonstrate that the jump evolution when completed is continuous, coherent, and deterministic. Furthermore, exploiting these features and using real-time monitoring and feedback, we catch and reverse a quantum jump mid-flight, thus deterministically preventing its completion. Our results, which agree with theoretical predictions essentially without adjustable parameters, support the modern quantum trajectory theory [5][6][7][8][9] and provide new ground for the exploration of real-time intervention techniques in the control of quantum systems, such as early detection of error syndromes.
Quantum physics was invented to account for two fundamental features of measurement resultstheir discreetness and randomness. Emblematic of these features is Bohr's idea of quantum jumps between two discrete energy levels of an atom 1 . Experimentally, quantum jumps were first observed in an atomic ion driven by a weak deterministic force while under strong continuous energy measurement [2] [3] [4] . The times at which the discontinuous jump transitions occur are reputed to be fundamentally unpredictable. Can there be, despite the indeterminism of quantum physics, a possibility to know if a quantum jump is about to occur or not? Here, we answer this question affirmatively by experimentally demonstrating that the jump from the ground to an excited state of a superconducting artificial three-level atom can be tracked as it follows a predictable "flight," by monitoring the population of an auxiliary energy level coupled to the ground state. The experimental results demonstrate that the jump evolution when completed is continuous, coherent, and deterministic. Furthermore, exploiting these features and using real-time monitoring and feedback, we catch and reverse a quantum jump mid-flight, thus deterministically preventing its completion. Our results, which agree with theoretical predictions essentially without adjustable parameters, support the modern quantum trajectory theory [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and provide new ground for the exploration of real-time intervention techniques in the control of quantum systems, such as early detection of error syndromes.
Bohr conceived of quantum jumps 1 in 1913, and while Einstein elevated their hypothesis to the level of a quantitative rule with his AB coefficient theory 10, 11 , Schrödinger strongly objected to their existence 12 . The nature and existence of quantum jumps remained a subject of controversy for seven decades until they were directly observed in a single system [2] [3] [4] . Since then, quantum jumps have been observed in a variety of atomic [13] [14] [15] [16] and solid-state [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] systems. Recently, quantum jumps have been recognized as an essential phenomenon in quantum feedback control 22, 23 , and in particular, for detecting and correcting decoherence-induced errors in quantum information systems 24, 25 .
Here, we focus on the canonical case of quantum jumps between two levels indirectly monitored by a third -the case that corresponds to the original observation of quantum jumps in atomic physics [2] [3] [4] , see the level diagram of Fig. 1a . A surprising prediction emerges according to quantum trajectory theory: 5, 26, 27 not only does the state of the system evolve continuously during the jump between the ground |G and excited |D state, but it is predicted that there is always a latency period prior to the jump, during which it is possible to acquire a signal that warns of the imminent occurrence of the jump (see Supplement Sec. IIA). This advance warning signal consists of a rare, particular lull in the excitation of the ancilla state |B . The acquisition of this signal requires the timeresolved, fully efficient detection of every de-excitation of |B . Exploiting the specific advantages of superconducting artificial atoms and their quantum-limited readout chain, we designed an experiment that implements with maximum fidelity and minimum delay the detection of the advance warning signal occurring before the quantum jump (see rest of Fig. 1 ).
First, we developed a superconducting artificial atom with the necessary V-shape level structure (see Fig. 1a and Methods). It consists, besides the ground level |G , of one protected, dark level |D -engineered to not couple to any dissipative environment or any measurement apparatus -and one ancilla level |B , whose occupation is monitored at rate Γ. Quantum jumps between |G and |D are induced by a weak Rabi drive Ω DGalthough this drive might eventually be turned off during the jump, as explained later. Since a direct measurement of the dark level is not feasible, the jumps are monitored using the Dehmelt shelving scheme 2 . Thus, the occupation of |G is linked to that of |B by the strong Rabi drive Ω BG (Ω DG Ω BG Γ). In the atomic physics shelving scheme [2] [3] [4] , an excitation to |B is recorded by detecting the emitted photons from |B with a photodetector. From the detection events -referred to in the following as "clicks" -one infers the occupation of |G . On the other hand, from the prolonged absence of clicks (to be defined precisely below; see also Supplement Sec. II), one infers that a quantum jump from |G to |D has occurred. Due to the poor collection efficiency and dead-time of photon counters in atomic physics 28 , it is exceedingly difficult to detect every Principle of the experiment. a, Threelevel atom possessing a hidden transition (shaded region) between its ground |G and dark |D state, driven by Rabi drive ΩDG(t). Quantum jumps between |G and |D are indirectly monitored by a stronger Rabi drive ΩBG between |G and the bright state |B , whose occupancy is continuously monitored at rate Γ by an auxiliary oscillator (LC circuit on right), itself measured in reflection by continuous-wave microwave light (depicted in light blue). When the atom is in |B , the LC circuit resonance frequency shifts to a lower frequency than when the atom is in |G or |D (effect schematically represented by switch). Therefore, the probe tone performs a |B /not-|B measurement on the atom, and is blind to any superposition of |G and |D . b, The actual atom and LC oscillator used in the experiment is a superconducting circuit consisting of two strongly-hybridized transmon qubits placed inside a readout resonator cavity at 15 mK. Control signals for the atom and cavity are supplied by a room-temperature field-programmable gate array (FPGA) controller. This fast electronics monitors the reflected signal from the cavity, and after demodulation and filtering, actuates the control signals. The amplifier chain includes circulators (curved arrows) and amplifiers (triangles and trapezoids). c, Frequency landscape of atom and cavity responses, overlaid with the control tones shown as vertical arrows. The cavity pull χ of the atom is nearly identical for |G and |D , but markedly distinct for |B . The BG drive is bi-chromatic in order to address the bright transition independently of the cavity state. d, Hierarchy of timescales involved in the experiment, which are required to span 5 orders of magnitude. Symbols explained in text, and summarized in Extended Data Table II. individual click required to faithfully register the origin in time of the advance warning signal. However, superconducting systems present the advantage of high collection efficiencies [29] [30] [31] , as their microwave photons are emitted into one-dimensional waveguides and are detected with the same detection efficiencies as optical photons. Furthermore, rather than monitoring the direct fluorescence of the |B state, we monitor its occupation by dispersively coupling it to an ancilla readout cavity. This further improves the fidelity of the detection of the de-excitation from |B (effective collection efficiency of photons emitted from |B ).
The readout cavity, schematically depicted in Fig. 1a by an LC circuit, is resonant at ω C = 8979.64 MHz and cooled to 15 mK. Its dispersive coupling to the atom results in a conditional shift of its resonance frequency by χ B /2π = −5.08 ± 0.2 MHz (χ D /2π = −0.33 ± 0.08 MHz) when the atom is in |B (|D ), see Fig. 1c . The engineered large asymmetry between χ B and χ D together with the cavity coupling rate to the output waveguide, κ/2π = 3.62 ± 0.05 MHz, renders the cavity response markedly resolving for |B vs. not-|B , yet non-resolving 29 for |G vs. |D , thus preventing information about the dark transition from reaching the environment. When probing the cavity response at ω C − χ B , the cavity either remains empty, when the atom is in |G or |D , or fills with n = 5±0.2 photons when the atom is in |B . This readout scheme yields a transduction of the |B -occupancy signal with five-fold amplification, which is an important advantage to overcome the noise of the following amplification stages. To summarize, in this readout scheme, the cavity probe inquires: Is the atom in |B or not? The time needed to arrive at an answer with a confidence level of 68% (signal-to-noise ratio of 1) is Γ −1 ≈ 1/ (κn) = 8.8 ns for an ideal amplifier chain (Supplement Sec. IIIC).
Importantly, the engineered near-zero coupling between the cavity and the |D state protects the |D state from harmful effects, including Purcell relaxation, photon shot-noise dephasing, and the yet essentially unexplained residual measurement-induced relaxation in superconducting qubits (Supplement Sec. I).We have measured the following coherence times for the |D state: energy relaxation T While protected, the |D state is indirectly quantumnon-demolition (QND) read out by the combination of the V-structure, the drive between |G and |B , and the fast |B -state monitoring. In practice, we can access the population of |D using an 80 ns unitary rotation followed by a projective measurement of |B (Methods).
Once the state of the readout cavity is imprinted with information about the occupation of |B , photons leak through the cavity output port into a superconducting waveguide, which is connected to the amplification chain, see Fig. 1b , where they are amplified by a factor of 10
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. The first stage of amplification is a quantumlimited Josephson parametric converter (JPC), which is followed by a high-electron-mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifier at 4 K. The overall efficiency of the amplification chain is η = 0.33 ± 0.03, which includes all possible loss of information, such as due to photon loss, thermal photons, jitter, etc. (see Methods). At room temperature, the heterodyne signal is demodulated by a homebuilt field-programmable gate array (FPGA) controller, with a 4 ns clock period for logic operations. The measurement record consists of a time series of two quadrature outcomes, I rec and Q rec , every 260 ns, which is the integration time T int , from which the FPGA controller Figure 2 . Unconditioned monitoring of quantum jumps in the 3-level system. a, Typical measurement of integrated, with duration Tint, quadratures Irec and Qrec of signal reflected from readout cavity as a function of time. The color of the dots (see legend) denotes the state of the atom estimated by a real-time filter implemented with the FPGAs (Methods). On top, the vertical arrows indicate "click" events (dN ) corresponding to the inferred state changing from |B to not-|B . The symbol τnot-B corresponds to the time spent in not-|B , which is the time between two clicks minus the last duration spent in |B . An advance warning that a jump to |D is occurring is triggered when no click has been observed for a duration ∆t catch , which is chosen between 1 and 12 µs at the start of the experiment. b, Log-log plot of the histogram of τnot-B (shaded green) for 3.2 s of continuous data of the type of panel (a). Solid line is a bi-exponential fit defining jump rates ΓBG = (0.99 ± 0.06 µs) −1 and ΓGD = (30.8 ± 0.4 µs) −1 .
estimates the state of the atom in real time. To reduce the influence of noise, the controller applies a real-time, hysteretic IQ filter (see Methods), and then, from the estimated atom state, the control drives of the atom and readout cavity are actuated, realizing feedback control.
Having described the setup of the experiment, we proceed to report its results. The field reflected out of the cavity is monitored in a free-running protocol, for which the atom is subject to the continuous Rabi drives Ω BG and Ω DG , as depicted in Fig. 1 . Figure 2a shows a typical trace of the measurement record, displaying the quantum jumps of our three-level artificial atom. For most of the displayed duration of the record, I rec switches rapidly between a low and high value, corresponding to approximately 0 (|G or |D ) and 5 (|B ) photons in the cavity, respectively. Spikes in Q rec , such as the one at t = 210 µs are recognized by the FPGA logic as a short-lived excursion of the atom to a higher excited state (Methods). The corresponding state of the atom, estimated by the FPGA controller, is depicted by the color of the dots. A change from |B to not-|B is equivalent to a "click" event, in that it corresponds to the emission of a photon from |B to |G , whose occurrence time is shown by the vertical arrows in the inferred record dN (t) (top). We could also indicate upward transitions from |G to |B , corresponding to photon absorption events (not emphasized here), which would not be detectable in the atomic case.
In the example record, the detection of clicks stops completely at t = 45 µs, which reveals a quantum jump from |G to |D , see Methods for operational definition of quantum jumps. The state |D survives for 90 µs before the atom returns to |G at t = 135 µs, when the rapid switching between |G and |B resumes until a second quantum jump to the dark state occurs at t = 350 µs. Thus, the record presents jumps from |G to |D in the form of click interruptions. These "outer" jumps occur on a much longer time scale than the "inner" jumps from |G to |B .
In Fig. 2b , which is based on the continuous tracking The corresponding rates depend on the atom drive amplitudes (Ω DG and Ω BG ) and the measurement rate Γ (Supplement Sec. II). Crucially, all the rates in the system must be distributed over a minimum of 5 orders of magnitude, as shown in Fig. 1d .
Having observed the quantum jumps in the freerunning protocol, we proceed to conditionally actuate the system control tones in order to tomographically reconstruct the time dynamics of the quantum jump from |G to |D , see Fig. 3a . Like previously, after initiating the atom in |B , the FPGA controller continuously subjects the system to the atom drives (Ω BG and Ω DG ) and to the readout tone (R). However, in the event that the controller detects a single click followed by the complete absence of clicks for a total time ∆t catch , the controller suspends all system drives, thus freezing the system evolution, and performs tomography, as explained in Methods. Note that in each realization, the tomography measurement yields a single +1 or -1 outcome, one bit of information for a single density matrix component. We also introduce a division of the duration ∆t catch into two phases, one lasting ∆t on during which Ω DG is left on and one lasting ∆t off = ∆t catch − ∆t on during which Ω DG is turned off. As we explain below, this has the purpose of demonstrating that the evolution of the jump is not simply due to the Rabi drive between |G and |D .
In Fig. 3b , we show the dynamics of the jump mapped out in the full presence of the Rabi drive, Ω GD , by set- experimental realizations we reconstruct, as a function of ∆t catch , the quantum state, and present the evolution of the jump from |G to |D as the normalized, conditional GD tomogram (Methods). For ∆t catch < 2 µs, the atom is predominantly detected in |G (Z GD = −1), whereas for ∆t catch > 10 µs, it is predominantly detected in |D (Z GD = +1). Imperfections, mostly excitations to higher levels, reduce the maximum observed value to Z GD = +0.9 (Supplement Sec. IIIB2). For intermediate no-click times, between ∆t catch = 2 µs and ∆t catch = 10 µs, the state of the atom evolves continuously and coherently from |G to |D -the flight of the quantum jump. Fig. 3 , quantitatively understood to be limited by several small imperfections (Supplement Sec. IIIB2).
Motivated by the quantum trajectory analysis, we fit the experimental data with Z GD (∆t catch ) = a + b tanh(∆t catch /τ + c), X GD (∆t catch ) = a + b sech(∆t catch /τ + c ), and Y GD (∆t catch ) = 0. We compare the fitted jump parameters (a, a , b, b , c, c , τ, τ ) to those calculated from the theory and numerical simulations using independently measured system characteristics, and find agreement at the percent level (Supplement Sec. IIIA).
By repeating the experiment with ∆t on = 2 µs, in Fig. 3c , we show that the jump proceeds even if the GD drive is shut off at the beginning of the no-click period. The jump remains coherent and only differs from the previous case in a minor renormalization of the overall amplitude and timescale. The mid-flight time of the jump, ∆t mid , is given by a modified formula (Supplement Sec. IIA3). The results demonstrate that the role of the Rabi drive Ω DG is to initiate the jump and provide a reference for the phase of its evolution
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. Note that the ∆t catch ∆t mid non-zero steady state value of X GD in Fig. 3b is the result of the competition between the Rabi drive Ω DG and the effect of the measurement of |B (Supplement Sec. IIA2). This is confirmed in Fig. 3c , where Ω DG = 0, and where there is no offset in the steady state value.
The results of Fig. 3 demonstrate that despite the unpredictability of the jumps from |G to |D , they are preceded by an identical no-click record. While the jump starts at a random time and can be prematurely interrupted by a click, the deterministic nature of the uninterrupted flight comes as a surprise given the quantum fluctuations in the heterodyne record I rec during the jump -an island of predictability in a sea of uncertainty.
In Fig. 4b , we show that by choosing ∆t catch = ∆t mid for the no-click period to serve as an advance warning signal, we reverse the quantum jump 33 in the presence of Ω DG , confirming its coherence; the same result is found when Ω DG is off, see Extended Data Fig. 4 . The reverse pulse characteristics are defined in Fig. 4a . For ϕ I = π/2, our feedback protocol succeeds in reversing the jump to |G with 83.1% ± 0.3% fidelity, while for ϕ I = 3π/2, the protocol completes the jump to |D , with 82.0% ± 0.3% fidelity. In a control experiment, we repeat the protocol by applying the reverse pulse at random times, rather than those determined by the advance warning signal. Without the advance warning signal, the measured pop- ulations only reflect those of the ensemble average.
In a final experiment, we programmed the controller with the optimal reverse pulse parameters {θ I (∆t catch ) , ϕ I (∆t catch )}, and as shown in (Fig. 3 ) are entirely independent of one another and stochastic in their initiation and termination, the tomographic measurements as a function of ∆t catch explicitly show that all jump evolutions follow an essentially identical, predetermined path in Hilbert space -not a randomly chosen one -and, in this sense, they are deterministic. These results are further corroborated by the reversal experiments shown in Fig. 4 , which exploit the continuous, coherent, and deterministic nature of the jump evolution and critically hinge on priori knowledge of the Hilbert space path. With this knowledge ignored in the control experiment of Fig. 4b , failure of the reversal is observed.
In conclusion, these experiments revealing the coherence of the jump, promote the view that a single quantum system under efficient, continuous observation is characterized by a time-dependent state vector inferred from the record of previous measurement outcomes, and whose meaning is that of an objective, generalized degree of freedom. The knowledge of the system on short timescales is not incompatible with an unpredictable switching behavior on long time scales. The excellent agreement between experiment and theory including known experimental imperfections (Supplement Sec. IIIA) thus provides support to the modern quantum trajectory theory and its reliability for predicting the performance of real-time intervention techniques in the control of single quantum systems. 
METHODS

Monitoring quantum jumps
Here, we aim to briefly explain how the GD dynamics is monitored and when do we conclude that a quantum jump has occurred.
Monitoring the GD manifold through B de-excitations. The state of the atom within the GD manifold is monitored indirectly, by measuring the rate of de-excitations from the ancillary state |B , while the G to B excitation tone Ω BG is applied. As explained below, the monitoring scheme is such that when the atom is in the dark state, |D , the rate of de-excitations from |B to |G is zero. Conversely, when the atom is in |G , the rate is nonzero. Henceforth, we will refer to a de-excitation from |B to |G simply as a de-excitation. In summary, when the rate of de-excitations for a measurement segment is zero, |D is assigned to it; otherwise, |G or |B is assigned (see IQ filter section of Methods). The rate can be monitored by either a direct or indirect method, as explained further below.
Quantum jumps. Sections of the (continuous) measurement record are converted into state assignments, as discussed above, such as B, G, or D. In the experiment, long sequences of such measurements yield the same result, i.e., GGG. . . or DDD. . . When the string of results suddenly switches its value, we say that a quantum jump has occurred.
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Source of the difference for the de-excitation rates. The rate of de-excitations is zero when the atom is in |D because the V-shape level structure forbids any direct DB transitions; hence, |B cannot be excited from |D . Conversely, when the atom is in |G , the Rabi drive Ω BG can excite the atom to |B . Since this ancillary state is effectively short-lived, it almost immediately de-excites back to |G . Note that in this explanation we neglect parasitic transitions to higher excited states, which are considered in the Supplement.
De-excitation detection: direct or indirect. A deexcitation can be detected by a direct or, alternatively, indirect method. For atomic experiments, direct detection is a natural choice. The photon emitted by the atom during the de-excitation, carrying away the energy once stored in |B , is collected and destructively absorbed in the sensor of a photodetecting measurement apparatus, which produces a "click" signal (in practice, a current or voltage pulse). Unfortunately, unavoidable imperfections and detector non-idealities prohibit this method for the continuous detection of nearly every single de-excitation (Supplement Sec. III). Alternatively, one can use an indirect monitoring method. In our experiment, instead of detecting the emitted photon, we detect the de-excitation by monitoring the |B population through an ancillary degree of freedom, the readout cavity, coupled to the atom.
Indirect (dispersive) detection. The readout cavity frequency depends on the state of the atom. When the atom is in |B , the readout cavity frequency shifts down by more than a cavity linewidth. The cavity frequency, and hence the |B population of the atom, is probed by a continuous readout tone applied at the |B -cavity frequency. When the atom is in |B , the probe tone is resonant and fills the cavity with a large number of photons,n. Otherwise, when the atom is not-in-|B , the probe tone is far off resonant and the cavity is empty of photons. Choosinḡ n 1 makes a change in the |B occupancy conspicuous, and hence a de-excitation, |B to not-|B , is readily observed, even in the presence of measurement inefficiencies and imperfections. As explained in Sec. IIIC of the Supplement, this indirect dispersive method in effect increases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and de-excitation detection efficiency. Another notable difference between the direct and indirect method is that in the indirect method the atom fully but shortly occupies |B before de-exciting to |G , while in the direct scheme the probability amplitude to be in |B is never appreciable before a de-excitation, see Sec. II of the Supplementary Information. In other words, in the direct monitoring scheme, there are explicitly two sets of quantum jumps: the BG and DG ones. The BG ones occurs much faster and are nested within the DG jumps. The fast dynamics of these "inner" jumps is used to interrogate the dynamics of "outer," DG jumps.
Setup of the Experiment Setup and signals. Our experiments were carried out in a cryogen-free dilution refrigerator (Oxford Triton 200 ). The cavity and JPC 35 were shielded from stray magnetic fields by a cryogenic µ-metal (Amumetal A4K ) shield. Our input-output cryogenic setup is nearly identical to that described in Ref. 25 , aside from the differences evident in the schematic of our setup (see Fig. 1b and Methods) or described in the following.
The control tones depicted in Fig. 1 were each generated from individual microwave generators (Ω DG and Ω B0 : Agilent N5183A; readout cavity tone R and Ω B1 : Vaunix LabBrick LMS-103-13 and LMS-802-13, respectively). To achieve IQ control, the generated tones were mixed (Marki Microwave Mixers IQ-0618LXP for the cavity and IQ-0307LXP for Ω B0 , Ω B1 , and Ω DG ) with intermediate-frequency (IF) signals synthesized by the 16 bit digital-to-analog converters (DACs) of the integrated FPGA controller system (Innovative Integration VPXI-ePC ). Prior to mixing, each analog output was filtered by a 50 Ω low pass filter (Mini-Circuits BLP-300+) and attenuated by a minimum of 10 dB. The radiofrequency (RF) output was amplified at room temperature (MiniCircuits ZVA-183-S+) and filtered by MiniCircuits coaxial bandpass filters. The output signal was further pulse modulated by the FPGA with high isolation SPST switches (Analog Device HMC-C019 ), which provided additional 80 dB isolation when the control drives were turned off. The signals were subsequently routed to the input lines of the refrigerator, whose details were described in Refs. 25 and 36.
At room temperature, following the cryogenic highelectron mobility amplifier (HEMT; Low Noise Factory LNF-LNC7_10A), the signal were amplified by 28 dB (Miteq AFS3-00101200-35-ULN ) before being mixed down (Marki image reject double-balanced mixer IRW-0618 ) to an intermediate frequency (IF) of 50 MHz, where they were band-pass filtered (Mini-Circuits SIF-50+) and further amplified by a cascaded preamplifier (Stanford Research Systems SR445A), before finally digitization by the FPGA analog-to-digital converters (ADC).
Atom-cavity implementation The superconducting artificial atom consisted of two coupled transmon qubits fabricated on a 2.9 mm-by-7 mm double-side-polished c-plane sapphire wafer with the Al/AlO x /Al bridge-free electron-beam lithography technique 37, 38 . The first transmon (B) was aligned with the electric field of the fundamental TE 101 mode of an aluminum rectangular cavity (alloy 6061; dimensions: 5.08 mm by 35.5 mm by 17.8 mm), while the second transmon (D) was oriented perpendicular to the first and positioned 170 µm adjacent to it. The inductance of the Josephson junction of each transmon (9 nH for both B and D), the placement and dimensions of each transmon, and the geometry of the cavity were designed and optimized using finite-element electromagnetic analysis and the energy-participation-ratio (EPR) method 39 . The analysis also verified that the coupling between the two qubits is described by the Hamiltonian Atom and cavity drives In all experiments, the following drive parameters were used: The DG Rabi drive, Ω DG , was applied 275 kHz below ω D , to account for the Stark shift of the cavity. The BG drive, Ω BG , was realized as a bi-chromatic tone in order to unselectively address the BG transition, which was broadened and Stark shifted due to the coupling between |B and the readout cavity. Specifically, we address transitions from |G to |B with a Rabi drive Ω B0 /2π = 1.20 ± 0.01 MHz at frequency ω BG , whereas transitions from |B to |G are addressed with a Rabi drive Ω B1 /2π = 0.60 ± 0.01 MHz tuned 30 MHz below ω BG . This bi-chromatic scheme provided the ability to tune the up-click and down-click rates independently, but otherwise essentially functioned as an incoherent broadband source.
IQ filter
To mitigate the effects of imperfections in the atom readout scheme in extracting a |B /not-|B result, we applied a two-point, hysteretic IQ filter, implemented on the FPGA controller in real time. The filter is realized by comparing the present quadrature record values {I rec , Q rec }, with three thresholds (I B , IB, and Q B ) as summarized in Extended Data Table I .
The filter and thresholds were selected to provide a best estimate of the time of a click, operationally understood as a change in the filter output from |B to not-|B . The I B and IB thresholds were chosen 1.5 standard deviations away from the I-quadrature mean of the |B and not-|B distributions, respectively. The Q B threshold was chosen 3 standard deviations away from the Qquadrature mean. Higher excited states of the atom were selected out by Q rec values exceeding the Q B threshold.
Tomography At the end of each experimental realization, we performed one of 15 rotation sequences on the atom that transferred information about one component of the density matrix,ρ a , to the population of |B , which was measured with a 600 ns square pulse on the readout cavity. Pulses were calibrated with a combination of Rabi, derivative removal via adiabatic gate (DRAG)
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, All-XY
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, and amplitude pulse train sequences
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. The readout signal was demodulated with the appropriate digital filter function required to realize temporal mode matching 43 . To remove the effect of potential systematic offset errors in the readout signal, we subtracted the measurement results of operator components ofρ a and their opposites. From the measurement results of this protocol, we reconstructed the density matrixρ a , and subsequently parametrized it in the useful form
where X GD , Y GD , and Z GD are the Bloch vector components of the GD manifold, N is the total population of the |G and |D states, while R BG , R BD , I BG and I BD are the coherences associated with |B , relative to the GD manifold. The measured population in |B , 1 − N , remains below 0.03 during the quantum jump, see Extended Data Fig. 4 . Tomographic reconstruction was calibrated and verified by preparing Clifford states, accounting for the readout fidelity of 97%. Control flow of the experiment A diagrammatic representation of the control flow of the experiment is illustrated in Extended Data Figure 1a , whose elements are briefly described in the following. "Start": FPGA controller resets its internal memory registers to zero 25, 44 , including the no-click counter "cnt," defined below. "Prepare B": controller deterministically prepares the atom in |B , a maximally conservative initial state, with measurement-based feedback 45 . "Initialize": controller turns on the atom (Ω BG and Ω DG ) and cavity (R) drives and begins demodulation. "Monitor and catch ∆t on ": with all drives on (Ω BG , Ω DG , and R), the controller actively monitors the cavity output signal until it detects no-clicks for duration ∆t on , as described in panel (b), whereafter the controller proceeds to "monitor and catch ∆t off " in the case that ∆t off > 0; otherwise, for ∆t off = 0, the controller proceeds to "tomography" ("feedback pulse") for the catch (reverse) protocol. "Monitor and catch ∆t off ": with the Rabi drive Ω DG off, while keeping the drives Ω BG and R on, the controller continues to monitor the output signal. The controller exits the routine only in one of two events: i) if it detects a click, in which case it proceeds to the "declare B" step of the "monitor and catch ∆t on " routine, or ii) if no further clicks are detected for the entirety of the pre-defined duration ∆t off , in which case the controller advances to the "tomography" ("feedback pulse") routine, when programmed for the catch (reverse) protocol. "Feedback pulse": with all continuous-wave drives turned off, the controller performs a pulse on the DG transition of the atom, defined by the two angles {θ I (∆t catch ) , ϕ I (∆t catch )}. "Tomography": controller performs next-in-order tomography sequence (see Tomography section above) while the demodulator finishes processing the final data in its pipeline. "Advance tomo.": tomography sequence counter is incremented; after a 50 µs delay, the next realization of the experiment is started.
The concurrent-programming control flow of the"monitor and catch ∆t on " block is illustrated in Extended Data Fig. 1b ; specifically, the master and demodulator modules of the controller and synchronous sharing of data between them is depicted. The FPGA demodulator outputs a pair of 16 bit signed integers, {I rec , Q rec }, every T int = 260 ns, which is routed to the master module, as depicted by the large left-pointing arrow (top). The master module implements the IQ filter (see IQ filter section above) and tracks the number of consecutive not-|B measurement results with the counter "cnt." The counter thus keeps track of the no-click time elapsed since the last click, which is understood as a change in the measurement result from |B to not-|B . When the counter reaches the critical value N on , corresponding to ∆t on , the master and demodulator modules synchronously exit the current routine, see the T* branch of the "declare not-B" decision block. Until this condition is fulfilled (F*), the two modules proceed within the current routine as depicted by the black flowlines. To minimize latency and maximize computation throughput, the master and demodulator were designed to be independent sequential processes running concurrently on the FPGA controller, communicating strictly through synchronous message passing, which imposed stringent synchronization and execution time constraints. All master inter-module logic was constrained to run at a 260 ns cycle, the start of which necessarily was imposed to coincide with a "receive & stream record" operation, here, denoted by the stopwatch. In other words, this imposed the algorithmic constraint that all flowchart paths staring at a stopwatch and ending in a stopwatch, itself or other, were constrained to a 260 ns execution timing. A second key timing constraint was imposed by the time required to propagate signals between the different FPGA cards, which corresponded to a minimum branching-instruction duration of 76 ns.
The corresponding demodulation-module flowchart is identical to that shown of panel (b); hence, it is not shown. This routine functions in following manner: If a |B outcome is detected, the controller jumps to the "declare B" block of the monitor & catch ∆t on routine; otherwise, when only not-|B outcomes are observed, and the counter reaches the critical value N off , corresponding to ∆t catch = ∆t on +∆t off , the controller exits the routine. Input: Qrec ≥ QB or Irec > IB Qrec < QB and Irec < IB Qrec < QB and IB ≤ Irec ≤ IB Output:
|B not-|B previous Extended Data Table I . Input-output table summarizing the behavior of the IQ filter implemented on the FPGA controller. Extended Data Figure 4 . Reversing the quantum jump mid-flight in the absence of Ω DG . Success probabilities PG (purple) and PD (orange) to reverse to |G and complete to |D the quantum jump mid-flight at ∆t catch = ∆t mid , defined in Fig. 3b , in the absence of the Rabi drive ΩDG, where ∆ton = 2 µs and θI = π/2. Black dots: success probability for |G (closed dots) and |D (open dots) for the control experiment where the intervention is applied at random times, see Fig. 4b .
Supplementary Information for: "To catch and reverse a quantum jump mid-flight" 
I. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SYSTEM
Hamiltonian of the device. The two-transmon, single-readout-cavity system is well described, in the low-excitation manifold, by the approximate dispersive Hamiltonian
where ω C , ω B and ω D are the cavity, bright, and dark qubit transition frequencies,ĉ,b andd are the associated ladder operators, and α and χ are the modal anharmonicities and dispersive shifts, respectively.
3
The states |B and |D correspond to one excitation in the bright (b † |0 ) and dark (d † |0 ) modes, respectively. The measured parameters of the device and the mode coherences are summarized in Table S1 . 
4,5
Measurement-induced energy relaxation T 1 (n). Figure S2 shows a characterization of the parasitic measurementinduced energy relaxation of |B and |D . As is the case in standard cQED systems [6] [7] [8] , the |B level shows strong T 1 degradation
9-12
as a function of the readout drive strengthn. However, the lifetime of the dark state (|D ) is protected, and remains largely unaffected even at large drive strengths (n ≈ 50).
Time from start to tomography (µs)
Control experiment: time-resolved tomogram of the free evolution of a DG superposition. The atom is prepared in 1 ) of |B (blue dots) and |D (red dots) as a function ofn, measured with the following protocol: after the atom is prepared in either |B or |D , the readout tone (R) is turned on for duration t read with amplituden (corresponding to the number of steady-state photons in the readout cavity when excited on resonance), whereafter the population of the initial state is measured. As in all other experiments, the readout drive is applied at the |B cavity frequency (ωC − χB). The relaxation rates are extracted from exponential fits of the population decay as a function of t read , from 1. 
II. QUANTUM TRAJECTORY THEORY
A. Fluorescence monitored by photon counts
Coherent Bright drive
The experiments with trapped ions [13] [14] [15] monitor intermittent fluorescence from the bright state |B to track jumps between |G and |D .
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In the simplest three-level scheme, 15 and using coherent radiation to excite both transitions, the master equation for the reduced density operator ρ of the three-level system, written in the interaction picture, is
where
2 {ξ †ξ , · } denotes the Lindblad superoperator, γ B and γ D are radiative decay rates, and
with Ω BG and Ω DG the Rabi drives. The quantum trajectory description [17] [18] [19] unravels ρ into an ensemble of pure states whose ket vectors evolve along stochastic paths conditioned on the clicks of imaginary photon detectors that monitor fluorescence from |B (and much less frequently from |D ). In recognition of each click the ket vector is reset to |G , while otherwise it follows a deterministic evolution as a coherent superposition,
where C G (0) = 1, C B (0) = C D (0) = 0, with ∆t catch = 0 marking the time of the last click reset, and
The norm of the ket |ψ(∆t catch ) is not preserved, but rather gives the probability that the evolution will continue, with no interruption by further clicks, up to time ∆t catch ; clearly it must decay with this probability to zero. If we then define
the normalized ket vector in the GD-subspace has Bloch vector components
where, using Eqs. (4) and (5),
In general this 3 × 3 system does not have a closed solution in simple form, although there is a particularly simple solution under conditions that produce intermittent fluorescence, i.e., rare jumps from |G to |D ("shelving" in the dark state
13
) interspersed as intervals of fluorescence "off" in a background of fluorescence "on". The conditions follow naturally if |D is a metastable state, [13] [14] [15] 20 whose lifetime γ −1 D is extremely long on the scale of the mean time between photon detector clicks for a weak Ω BG Rabi drive,
Thus, for
whose solution for the click reset initial condition, W DG (0) = 0, is
from which a long enough interval with no clicks gives W DG (∆t catch ) 1 and leads to the conclusion that the ket vector is |D . The time scale for the transition, ∆t mid , is defined by Z GD (∆t mid ) = 0, which corresponds to W DG (∆t mid ) = 1.
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Simply inverting Eq. (13) produces the formula
but strong monitoring, Ω 2 BG /γ B Ω DG , allows the −1, in Eq. (13), and +1, in Eq. (14), to be dropped. Equations (7)- (9), (13), and (14) then provide simple formulas for the continuous, deterministic, and coherent evolution of the quantum jump when completed:
These formulas execute a perfect jump, Application of the photon counting model to the experiment. The photon-counting theory presented in this section provides the background to the experiment along with a link to the original ion experiments. It captures a core set of the ideas, even though the monitoring of |B implemented in the experiment is diffusive -the opposite limit of the point-process description presented here, see Sec. II B. Nevertheless, the photon-counting theory even provides a quantitative first approximation of the experimental results. For definitiveness, consider the flight of the quantum jump shown in Fig. 3b . The measured mid-flight time, ∆t mid = 3.95 µs, is predicted, in a first approximation, by Eq. (14) . Using the (independently measured) values of the experimental parameters, summarized in Table S1 (setting Ω BG equal to Ω B0 = 2π×1.2 MHz, the BG drive when the atom is not in |B ) and extracting the effective measurement rate of |B , γ B = 2π × 9.0 MHz (which follows from Eq. (11) where Γ BG = 2π × 1.01 MHz, the average click rate on the BG transition), Eq. (14) predicts ∆t mid ≈ 4.3 µs -in fair agreement with the observed value ∆t mid = 3.95 µs. The photodetection theory presented in in Sec. II A 2 further improves the agreement. These calculations serve to generally illustrate the theory and ideas of the experiment; the quantitative comparison between theory and experiment is only presented in Sec. III.
Incoherent Bright drive
If the coherent Rabi drive Ω BG is replaced by an incoherent drive Γ BG , the master equation in the interaction picture becomes
The previous weak drive assumption, Ω 2 BG /γ B γ B , is now carried over with the assumption Γ BG γ B , which says that the time between clicks in fluorescence is essentially the same as the time separating photon absorptions from the incoherent drive, as absorption is rapidly followed by fluorescence (γ B + Γ BG Γ BG ). This brings a useful simplification, since, following each reset to |G , the unnormalized ket evolves in the GD-subspace,
thus replacing Eqs. (10) and (12) by the simpler 2 × 2 system
and, if γ D Γ BG , the equation of motion
with solution, for W DG (0) = 0,
In Ref. 22 , a general form of the Bloch vector equations for arbitrary amplitude of the Rabi drive was found. Inversion of the condition W DG (∆t mid ) = 1 gives the characteristic time scale
Equations (23)- (25) replace Eqs. (13) and (14); although, under strong monitoring (Γ BG Ω DG ), they revert to these results with the substitution Ω 2 BG /2γ B → Γ BG /2, recovering Eqs. (7)- (9) with the same substitution. More generally, W DG (∆t catch ) goes to infinity at finite ∆t catch , changes sign, and returns from infinity to settle on the steady value W DG (∞) = −V . The singular behavior marks a trajectory passing through the north pole of Bloch sphere. It yields the long-time solution
in contrast to the perfect jump of Eqs. (15)- (17).
Dark drive off
Turing the Dark drive off shortly after a click reset demonstrates the connection between the flight of a quantum jump and a projective measurement. From the point of view of the trajectory equations, the only change is the setting of Ω DG to zero at time ∆t on on the right-hand side of Eqs. (12) and (22) . Subsequently, W DG (∆t catch ) continues its exponential growth at rate Ω (7)- (9) for the GD Bloch components still hold, but now with
which can provide an estimate of ∆t mid , specifying the time at which Z GD = 0.
The evolution during ∆t off , in the absence of Ω DG , in effect realizes a projective measurement of whether the state of the atom is |G or |D , where the normalized state at ∆t on is |ψ(∆t on )
with N (∆t on ) = C 2 G (∆t on ) + C 2 D (∆t on ) the probability for the jump to reach ∆t catch = ∆t on after a click reset to |G at ∆t catch = 0. The probability for the jump to continue to ∆t catch > ∆t on (given ∆t on is reached) is then
Completed and aborted evolutions of the jump transition
In this simple model, the probability for the trajectory to complete -for the measurement to yield the result |D -is obtained in the limit ∆t catch → ∞, and, as expected, is equal to the probability to occupy the state |D at time ∆t on ; i.e., the completion probability is P D (∆t on ) = C 2 D (∆t on )/Norm(∆t on ). It is helpful to illustrate this idea with an example. Consider the catch experiment of Fig. 3b in the absence of the Dark Rabi drive, Ω DG . From Z GD , we can estimate that out of all the trajectories that pass though the ∆t on mark approximately P D (∆t on ) = (1 + Z GD (∆t on ))/2 ≈ 8% fully complete without an interruption. On the other hand, for those that pass the ∆t mid mark, approximately 50% complete. It follows from Eq. (29) , that the probability of the evolution to complete increases the further along the trajectory is. Although some of the jump evolutions abort at random, importantly, every single jump evolution that completes, and is thus recorded as a jump, follows not a random but an identical path in Hilbert space, i.e., a deterministic one. This path (of any jump) is determined by Eq. (23), or, in the simpler model, by the Eqs. (15)- (17) for the components of the GD Bloch vector.
B. Bright state monitored by dispersive cavity readout
Stochastic Schrödinger equation
Monitoring the quantum jump through fluorescence photon counts provides a clean and simple way of analyzing the deterministic character of the evolution. It is prohibitively challenging for an experiment, though, as the time origin ∆t catch = 0 is set by the click reset to |G , and in an ensemble of measurements, all resets must be aligned on the very last click before an interval of deterministic evolution (Eqs. (7)- (9)) in order for ∆t mid to be aligned over the ensemble; low detection efficiency-on the order of 10 −3 or less [13] [14] [15] -in the first ion experiments does not permit this. Monitoring through a dispersive cavity readout provides a robust way of aligning ∆t catch = 0, hence ∆t mid , over an ensemble of measurements. Leaving aside imperfections (see below), the master equation in the interaction picture is
withĤ
where the bi-chromatic drive Ω BG (t) = Ω B0 + Ω B1 exp(−i∆ B1 t) replaces the Rabi drive Ω BG of Eq. (3),n is the mean photon number in the readout cavity when driven on resonance, and ∆ R is the detuning of the probe from the unshifted cavity resonance; the bi-chromatic drive facilitates transitions in both directions between |G and |B , given that the bright level shifts when the cavity fills with photons. The quantum trajectory unraveling monitors the reflected probe with efficiency η and accounts for residual photon loss through random jumps; thus, the stochastic Schrödinger equation combines a continuous evolution (heterodyne readout channel),
dZ is a complex Wiener increment, obeying E [dZ] = 0, E dZ 2 = 0, and Var [dZ] = E [dZ * dZ] = dt, with random jumps (photon loss), |ψ →ĉ|ψ at rate
The monitored output dζ is scaled-to units of (readout cavity photon number)
1/2
-and filtered to generate simulated quadratures I rec and Q rec of the measurement record:
where κ filter is the bandwidth of the experimental readout amplifier chain.
Independently measured imperfections
The stochastic Schrödinger equation is supplemented by spontaneous and thermal jumps on both the |G to |B and |G to |D transitions, and by pure dephasing of the GB and GD coherences. With these processes included, the term 
|ψ → |B at rate γ B n B th
The parameters γ B,D , n listed in Table S2 (see below).
Leakage from the GBD-manifold
The three-state manifold, |G , |B , and |D , is not strictly closed. Rare transitions to higher excited states of the two-transmon system may occur. This possibility is included with the addition of the further term
to the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, and the associated additional random jumps,
|ψ → |G at rate
|ψ → |D at rate
where |F is a single catch-all higher excited state.
III. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENT AND THEORY
A. Simulated data sets
Independently measured parameters. The parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table S2 . In most cases they are set to the value at the center of the range quoted in Table S1 , but with three exceptions: (i) T B 1 and T D 1 are set to lower values in response to the photon number dependence of the readout displayed in Fig. S2 ; (ii) Ω DG /2π is set higher, but still falls inside the experimental error bars, and (iii) n C th = 0. Of the three exceptions, only Ω DG /2π has a noticeable effect on the comparison between simulated and experimental data sets.
Leakage from the GBD-manifold. Additional random jumps to state |F are governed by four parameters that are not independently measured; they serve as fitting parameters, required to bring the simulation into agreement with the asymptotic behavior of Z(∆t catch ), which, without leakage to |F , settles to a value higher than is measured in the experiment. The evolution of the X(∆t catch ) is largely unaffected by the assignment of these parameters, where any change that does occur can be offset by adjusting Ω DG /2π while staying within the experimental error bars.
Ensemble average. Simulated data sets are computed as an ensemble average by sampling an ongoing Monte Carlo simulation, numerically implementing the model outlined in Eqs. (33)- (43) . Quadratures I rec and Q rec are computed from Eqs. (36) and (37), digitized with integration time T int = 260 ns, and then, as in the experiment, a hysteric filter is used to locate "click" events (∆t catch = 0) corresponding to an inferred change of state from |B to not-|B . During the subsequent sampling interval (∆t catch ≥ 0), the four quantities
with t j is the click time and
are computed, and running sums of each are updated. The sample terminates when the measurement record indicates a change of state from not-|B back to |B . Finally, for comparison with the experiment, Bloch vector components are recovered from the average over sample intervals via the formula
where N (∆t catch ) is the number of sample intervals that extend up to, or beyond, the time ∆t catch . The simulation and sampling procedure is illustrated in Fig. S3 , and a comparison between the experiment and the simulation is provided in Fig. S4 . The simulated and measured Bloch vector components are fit with expressions motivated by Eqs. (15)- (17) and (26), modified to account for the effect of non-idealities in the experiment,
The fit parameters (a, a , b, b , c, c , τ, τ ) for the simulated and experimental data shown in Fig. S4 are compared in Table S3 . As imposed by Eq. (26) , in the absence of Ω DG (turned off at time ∆t on = 2 µs) a , the offset of X GD , is strictly enforced to be zero. The extracted simulation and experiment parameters are found to agree at the percent level. B. Error budget
Imperfections
Various imperfections are expected to reduce the maximum coherence recovered in the measurement of X GD (∆t catch ). They include: (i) Readout errors when inferring |B to not-|B transitions and the reverse. Such errors affect the assignment of ∆t catch , which can be either too short or too long to correlate correctly with the true state of the system.
(ii) Leaks from the GBD-manifold to higher excited states. These errors mimic a |B to not-|B transition, as in the first sample interval of Fig. S3 , yet the anticipated coherent evolution within the GBD-manifold does not occur.
(iii) Thermal jumps from |G to |D . Such incoherent transitions contribute in a similar way to Z GD (∆t catch ), while making no contribution to the measured coherence.
(iv) Direct dephasing of the DG-coherence.
(v) Partial distinguishability of |G and |D . The readout cavity is not entirely empty of photons when the state is not-|B , in which case the cross-Kerr interaction χ D |D D|ĉ †ĉ shifts the Ω DG Rabi drive from resonance; hence, backaction noise is transferred from the photon number to X GD (∆t catch ).
Budget for lost coherence
The maximum coherence reported in the experiment is 0.71 ± 0.005. In the simulation it is a little lower at 0.69. By removing the imperfections from the simulation, one by one, we can assign a fraction of the total coherence loss to each. Readout errors are eliminated by identifying transitions between |B and not-|B in the ket |ψ rather than from the simulated measurement record; all other imperfections are turned off by setting some parameter to zero. The largest coherence loss comes from readout errors, whose elimination raises the X GD (∆t catch ) maximum by 0.09. The next largest comes from leakage to higher excited states, which raises the maximum by a further 0.06. Setting χ D to zero adds a further 0.04, and thermal transitions and pure dephasing together add 0.02. Figure S5 illustrates the change in the distribution of X j GD (∆t catch ) samples underlying the recovery of coherence. The removal of the finger pointing to the left in panel (a) is mainly brought about by the elimination of readout errors, while the reduced line of zero coherence marks the elimination of leakage to higher excited states. Aside from these two largest changes, there is also a sharpening of the distribution, at a given ∆t catch , when moving from panel (a) to panel (b). Having addressed the five listed imperfections, a further 10% loss remains unaccounted for, i.e., the distribution of panel (b) (45) and (46) . Three sample intervals are shown. The earliest corresponds to leakage from the GBD-manifold, where a jump from |G to |F is followed by a jump from |F to |D . The second and third sample intervals correspond to direct transitions from |G to |D , which are continuously monitored and the object of the experiment. b, Expanded view of the shaded region of the second sample interval in panel (a). The evolution is continuous but not smooth, due to backaction noise from the continuously monitored readout. This feature is in sharp contrast to the perfect "no-click" readout upon which the simple theory of Sec. II A is based. Table S2 and leakage from the GBD-manifold included with (γFG, γFD)/2π = 0.38 kHz and (γGF, γDF)/2π = 11.24 kHz. b, Simulated data set obtained with Rabi drive ΩDG turned off at time ∆ton = 2 µs; parameters taken from Table S2 and leakage from the GBD-manifold included with γFG/2π = 0.217 kHz, γFD/2π = 4.34 kHz, γGF/2π = 11.08 kHz, and γDF/2π = 15.88 kHz. When leakage from the GBD-manifold is omitted, the ZGD curve rises more sharply and settles to a value that is 10% (20%) higher in panel (a) (panel (b)). C. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and de-excitation measurement efficiency
As discussed in the Methods section, the catch protocol hinges on the efficient detection of de-excitations from |B to |G . In atomic physics, de-excitations are typically monitored by a direct detection method, employing a photodetector. Alternatively, de-excitations can be monitored by an indirect method, as done in our experiment. In this subsection, we discuss the efficiency of both methods. For the indirect method, using simple analytics, we estimate the total efficiency of time-continuous, uninterrupted monitoring of de-excitations from |B to |G to be η eff,clk = 0.90 ± 0.01 for the parameters of our experiment, with integration time T int = 0.26 µs. The simple analysis of this section complements the numerical one of the previous section, Sec. III B 2.
Direct monitoring method in atomic physics. The direct method monitors for a |B de-excitation by collecting and absorbing the photon radiated in the de-excitation. The total measurement efficiency of this method is limited by i) collection efficiency -the fraction of emitted photons collected by the detector in its own input spatial modes (for instance, as determined by the solid angle) -typically falls in the range 0.1 -50%, 26 ii) the efficiency of detecting the absorption of a single photon, which falls in the range 1 -90%, 27 and iii) non-idealities of the photodetector apparatus, including its dead time, dark counts, jitter, etc.
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The combination of these inefficiencies presents an almost insurmountable challenge in experimental atomic physics for realizing continuous, time-resolved detection of nearly every single photon emitted by the three-level atom, required to faithfully catch the jump.
Direct monitoring method with superconducting circuits. While technologically very different, the direct monitoring method with superconducting circuits is conceptually similar to atomic method but can readily achieve high collection efficiencies.
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However, the energy of the emitted microwave photon is exceedingly small -23 µeV, about a part per 100,000 of the energy of a single optical photon -which essentially forbids the direct detection of the photon with near-unit efficiency. This is because the propagating photon is unavoidably subjected to significant loss, added spurious noise, amplifier non-idealities, etc. In our experiment, these imperfections reduce the full measurement/amplification chain efficiency from its ideal value 32, 38, 49 of 1 to a modest η = 0.33 ± 0.03, corresponding to the direct detection of approximately only one out of every three single photons -insufficient for the catch protocol.
Indirect monitoring method with superconducting circuits
Alternatively, the indirect monitoring method couples the atom to an ancillary degree of freedom, which is itself monitored in place of the atom. In our experiment, the atom is strongly, dispersively coupled to the ancillary readout cavity. The cavity scatters a probe tone, whose phase shift constitutes the readout signal, as discussed in the Methods section. Since the probe tone can carry itself many photons, this scheme increases the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and, hence, the total efficiency (η eff,clk ) of detecting a |B de-excitation. Note that the efficiency η eff,clk should not be confused with the efficiency of a photodetector or the efficiency η of the measurement/amplification chain, since η eff,clk includes the effect of all readout imperfections and non-idealities, state discrimination and assignment errors, etc. see below. In the remainder of this section, we estimate the SNR and efficiency η eff,clk of the experiment.
SNR of the indirect (dispersive) method. The output of the measurement and amplification chain monitoring the readout cavity is proportional to the complex heterodyne measurement record ζ (t), which obeys the Itô stochastic differential equation, see Eq. (34),
whereâ is the cavity amplitude operator in the Schrödinger picture, η is the total measurement efficiency of the amplification chain -again, not to be confused with the de-excitation measurement efficiency, η eff,clk -and dZ is the complex Wiener process increment, defined below Eq. (52) . A somewhat counterintuitive property of Eq. (52) is that the heterodyne record increment dζ (t) is stochastic and noisy even when η = 1, the case of ideal measurement in which no signal is lost -the stochastic term, dZ, represents pure quantum vacuum fluctuations, which are inherent in the case of heterodyne detection.
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Due to the unavoidable presence of these fluctuations, only an infinitesimal amount of information about the system can be extracted from dζ at an instant of time. Finite amount of information is extracted by integrating dζ for a finite duration T int ,
where I rec and Q rec are the in-and out-of-phase quadrature components of one segment of the record. What does s correspond to? Its value depends on dζ, which depends on the state of the cavity, |ψ , which itself depends on the occupation of |B -and therefore s contains the occupation of |B . A de-excitation of |B to |G can thus be detected by monitoring s, whose value is different for the two states, since the cavity is generally in the coherent state |α B or |α G when the atom is in |B or |G , respectively. For the moment, assuming the atom and cavity do not change states during the course of the measurement duration T int , the stochastic integral in Eq. (53) explicitly evaluates to
where W I,Q denote independent Wiener processes, obeying the conventional rules, E [W (t)] = 0 and Var [W (t)] = t 2 . Equation (54) shows that the distribution of the stochastic variable s is a Gaussian blob in the IQ plane centered at s B,G ≡ E [s B,G ] = √ ηγT int α B,G with width determined by the variance σ T int . We can thus define the SNR of the experiment by comparing the distance between the two pointer distributions to their width,
where the B (resp., G) subscript denotes signals conditioned on the atom being in |B (resp., |G ). In terms of |α B and |α G ,
which can be expressed in terms of the parameters of the experiment, summarized in Table S1 ,
Holding other parameters fixed, according to Eq. (57), the SNR can be increased arbitrarily by increasingn, which can be readily done by increasing the amplitude of the cavity probe tone. A higher SNR for s corresponds to a higher SNR for measuring an atom de-excitation, since s is a proxy of the |B population. Thus, the indirect cavity monitoring can overcome the typical degradation in SNR imposed by the inefficiencies and non-idealities of the measurement chain, η. In practice, the SNR increase withn is bounded from above, since with sufficiently highn spurious non-linear effects become significant [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] . The cavity and non-linear coupling to the atom serve in effect as a rudimentary embedded pre-amplifier at the site of the atom, which transduces with amplification the de-excitation signal before its SNR is degraded during propagation and further processing.
Discrimination efficiency of the indirect method. While the SNR provides a basic characterization of the measurement, it is useful to convert it to a number between 0 and 1, which is called the discrimination efficiency, η disc . It quantifies the degree to which the two Gaussian distributions of s are distinguishable,
where erfc denotes the complementary error function. Equation (58) shows that increasing the SNR by separating the s B and s G distributions far beyond their spread, σ B/G , provides only marginal gain as η disc saturates to 1. Next, we calculate the SNR and η disc for the parameters of the experiment and discuss corrections due to readout non-idealities.
A first comparison to the experiment. A first estimate of the SNR and η disc of the experiment are provided by Eqs. (57) and (58) . Using the parameters of the experiment, summarized in Table S1 , from these two equations, we find SNR = 4.3 ± 0.6 and η disc = 0.98 ± 0.007. Using data from the experiment, in particular, a second long IQ record trace, represented by a short segment in Fig. 2a , we find the SNR of the jumps experiment, by fitting the histogram of the trace with a bi-Gaussian distribution, to be SNR = 3.8 ± 0.4, corresponding to η disc = 0.96 ± 0.01. The measured values are slightly lower than the analytics predict due to readout imperfections not included in the calculation so far, such as state transitions during T int , cavity transient dynamics, additional pointer-state distributions, etc.
Effective click detection efficiency. The dominant next-order error is due to atom state transitions during the measurement window, T int , which contributes an assignment error of approximately 1 − η asg = 1 − exp (T int /τ B ) = 0.06 ± 0.001 to the detection of a |B de-excitation. Combining η disc with η asg , we obtain the total efficiency for detecting |B de-excitations η eff,clk = η disc η asg = 0.90 ± 0.01, consistent with the total readout efficiency of 0.91 that is independently estimated using the trajectory numerics, see Sec. III B 2.
